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ABSTRACT 
Model-Based Acquisition for Compressive Sensing & Imaging 
by 
Yun Li 
Compressive sensing (CS) is a novel imaging technology based on the 
inherent redundancy of natural scenes. The minimum number of required 
measurements which defines the maximum image compression rate is lower-
bounded by the sparsity of the image but is dependent on the type of acquisition 
patterns employed. Increased measurements by the Rice single-pixel camera (SPC) 
slows down the acquisition process, which may cause the image recovery to be 
more susceptible to background noise and thus limit CS's application in imaging, 
detection, or classifying moving targets. In this study, two methods (hybrid-
subspace sparse sampling (HSS) for imaging and secant projection on a manifold for 
classification) are applied to solving this problem. For the HSS method, new image 
patterns are designed via robust principal component analysis (rPCA) on prior 
knowledge from a library of images to sense a common structure. After measuring 
coarse scale commonalities, the residual image becomes sparser, and then fewer 
measurements are needed. For the secant projection case, patterns that can 
preserve the pairwise distance between data points based on manifold learning are 
designed via semi-definite programming. These secant patterns turn out to be better 
in objects classification over those learned from PCA. Both methods considerably 
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decrease the number of required measurements for each task when compared with 
the purely random patterns of a more universal CS imaging system.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. A Filter Acquisition System for Data Deluge 
Cai Lun in A.D. 105 invented paper [1]. Since then, paper-based material has 
been the dominant media for conveying information. Thousands of years later, the 
discovery of electricity, magnetic storage, the computer, and electronic cameras 
introduced the era of digital information. In 1970, the invention of magnetic tape [2] 
opened the gate to digital storage. Digital media has become a necessity to people 
along with their connection to society. Because the amount of data we are exposed 
to every day is expanding in an exponential way, we are now facing the problem of a 
data deluge [3]. On one hand, we are endeavoring to filter out desired information 
from giant amounts of information. On another hand, the advanced information 
acquisition hardware makes us the main contributors to such an information 
explosion. In fact, most of the information is in images and videos, since the price of 
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digital camera’s sensor has dropped to nearly $1/megapixel [3]. Billions of people 
are taking high resolution photos and videos, and sharing them over internet via 
their portable devices, for example Facebook processed an average 300 million 
photos every day in 2012 [4]. And upcoming wearable devices like Google GLASS 
would make this situation even more dire. This information overload huge burden 
to information processing, storage, and transmission. While increasing the 
capability of processing data is important, another crucial direction is to enhance 
the efficiency of information acquisition systems.  
Compressive imaging (CI) has the potential to make some of this acquisition 
more efficient [6]. CI is based on random projections of a scene and is capable of 
acquisition of images in a compressive format. However, because of the universality 
of random projections, they are not as efficient for specific imaging scenarios like 
the dynamic conditions [7].  Because of similarities among images and scenes, better 
measurement matrices can be applied to improve the efficiency of purpose-specific 
image acquisition systems. 
Based on prior information, more efficient image acquisition systems may be 
developed. This thesis rethinks compressive sensing acquisition system in two 
distinct ways. First, we focus on enhancement of the image acquisition system via 
pre-learned useful information from similar images from a library. Second, we 
improve compressed detection and classification when object properties are well 
known. 
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This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is an overview of compressive 
sensing, the theory behind the compressive imaging and the SPC; Chapter 3 
compares two hybrid compressive imaging schemes through both simulations and 
experiments. These hybrid compressive imaging methods consist of predesigned 
patterns aimed to extract the low frequency structures coupled with random 
projections widely used for compressive imaging. Chapter 4 presents an acquired 
data comparison for novel dimensional reduction methods for compressive 
classification, which are based on prior knowledge to improve classification 
decisions. Chapter 5 concludes with a brief discussion of our results and directions 
for future work.
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Chapter 2 
Background 
2.1. Compressive Sensing  
Compressive sensing builds on a core tenet of signal processing and 
information theory: that signals, images, and other data often contain common types 
of structures that enable an intelligent and concise representation [5]. Through a 
limited number of projections, the image can be represented or acquired in a 
compressed way. These compressed forms of images and data lessen the burden of 
processing, storage, and transmission. At the client sides, the sparse recovery 
guarantees us recovered images with minimal differences compared with the 
ground truth [6]. 
2.1.1. Sparse Representation 
Most natural images are sparse in some basis. Immediate examples of sparse 
images in real space include stars in the night sky and fluorophores in optical 
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microscopy images. In a broader sense, many natural images are sparse under 
transformations like discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and discrete wavelet 
transformation (DWT), examples of which are shown Figure 2.1. As such, these are 
actually the two basis sets for the standard image compression methods of JPEG and 
JPEG2000.  For example in Figure 2.1 (a) and (d) are the Mandrill and cameraman, 
while Figure 2.1 (b) and (e) are the DCT representations of those images and Figure 
2.1 (c) and (f) are the DWT representations of those images. 
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Figure 2.1- (a) The Mandrill image; (b) DCT representation of the Mandrill 
image; (c) DWT representation of the Mandrill image; (d) The camera man 
image; (e) DCT representation of the cameraman image;  (f) DWT 
representation of the camera man image.  
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As those examples show, the natural scenes’ in DCT or DWT representations 
have the property that a small number of coefficients are large enough to be 
significant. Normally the ratio of the significant coefficients over the total number of 
coefficients is around 10% [9] for sparse images. By only keeping the largest 
coefficients in Figure 2.1 (b) and (e), the images are compressed in the similar 
method as the JPEG format. In the case of an N pixel image, the number of nonzero 
coefficients K is the sparsity level of the image under a certain transformation.  
2.1.2. Incoherent Projection 
Suppose the signal x is randomly manipulated under a measurement basis  in 
Eq. (2.1).  
 b x  (2.1) 
 
Here is an M×N measurement matrix. Signal is an N×1 vector. Multiplication of 
these two produces an M×1 vector b with every entry being “a measurement”. x is an 
N×1 image vector with K-sparse form s under sparse transformation  , see Eq.  
(2.2). 
 x s  (2.2) 
 
The Eq. (2.1) becomes Eq. (2.3). 
 b As   (2.3) 
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The new matrix A is the product of the random basis   and the sparsity 
basis  . Here NMK  .   
 
Figure 2.2 Sketch map of incoherent projection [2].  : measurement matrix, 
 : sparsity basis, s: K-sparse representation, b: measurement vector. 
If   is incoherent with , the signal x can be recovered from )log( NKOM   
measurements. In other words, { m } cannot sparsely represent the elements of { n } 
and vice versa. Actually, a measure of mutual incoherence of the two bases has 
given by [10] as 
 
,
( , ) max ,m n
m n
       (2.4) 
 
The greater the mutual incoherence, the smaller the number of 
measurements needed. In particular, this incoherence holds with high probability 
between an arbitrary fixed basis (wavelet, curvelet, Fourier, etc.) and a randomly 
generated one, such as independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian 
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( )1,0(Nij  ) or Bernoulli ( 1ij with equal probability). Meanwhile, the 
incoherence also ensures that  ΦΨA  is a random matrix. [11]  
2.1.3. Sparse Recovery 
For solving the problem posed by Eq. (2.3), we note that the number of 
equations is much smaller than the number of variables (sparse coefficients), so 
there are an infinite number of solutions. It is x, the sparse representation of the 
image, that is the prerequisite for CS that makes this weak determined problem 
solvable by providing additional constraints [12].  
The sparsest solution corresponds with the real image thus, by choosing the 
sparsest solution among solutions that fit Eq. (2.3). The sparsest solution is actually 
the solution with least L0 norm. Thus the problem becomes Eq. (2.5). 
 0min{|| || : }
x
s s As b    (2.5) 
 
However this problem is NP-hard, but it can be relaxed as a norm 1 minimization 
problem [13] as shown in Eq.(2.6).  Many standard methods have been proposed to 
solve the problem in Eq. (2.6).  
 1min{|| || : }
x
s s As b    (2.6) 
 
Eq. (2.6) is an example of the basis pursuit problem approach. Basis pursuit can be 
thought of as a least squares problem with an L1 regularizer. 
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For the real applications, noise during sampling is unavoidable. It is desirable 
to trade off exact congruence of measurement constraint in exchange for a sparser x, 
see Eq.  (2.7), Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9). Here Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.8) are two variants of 
basis pursuit denoising [14], while Eq. (2.9) is LASSO problem [14], which is 
equivalent to basis pursuit denoising. 
 1 2min{|| || : || || }
s
As bs     (2.7) 
 21 2
1
min || || || ||
2s
As bs    (2.8) 
 2 1min{|| || : || || }
s
As b s     (2.9) 
  
2.2. Rice Single-Pixel Camera 
All the experimental data in this and subsequent chapters were acquired 
using the SPC architecture. In this section, the experimental layout is discussed in 
detail. As we will show, the design and implementation of our SPC imaging system 
successfully proves the validity of CS in imaging applications. 
Instead of focusing the image of a scene onto the detector array, the image 
from a biconvex lens is focused onto the Digital micromirror device (DMD) 
functioning as a light modulator. Projections are applied to the image by controlling 
the tilt direction of the mirrors inside the DMD, either +12 degree or -12 degree 
about their diagonals, and the light from the projected image is then focused and 
measured by a single photodetector element. The photodetector measures a 
different signal for each new projection vector, corresponding to the inner product 
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between each pattern and the scene [6, 16].  These are then used to reconstruct the 
original image via nonlinear optimization algorithms as previously discussed in 
section 2.1.3. A schematic diagram (top view) of the experimental setup in the lab is 
shown in Figure 2.3 (a), and the actual lab setup is displayed in Figure 2.3 (b).              
Focusing Lens
45   Mirror
o
Target
DMD
Eyepiece
Detector
(b)
 
Figure 2.3 – (a) The schematic of the single-pixel camera setup; (b) The actual 
lab setup of the single-pixel imaging system 
2.2.1. Light Modulation  
The implementation of the various projections is a key part of the CS based 
imaging system. Fortunately, the DMD can function as the light modulator which 
allows us to display patterns on it. Liquid crystal devices (LCDs) are also a popular 
choice for spatial light modulators, but speed, precision, light efficiency and 
bandwidth limitations make them less attractive for many applications [12]. 
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The DMD is micro-opto-electromechanical modulator that is the core device 
of DLP projection technology and was invented by Dr. Larry Hornbeck and William 
E. “Ed” Nelson of Texas Instrument in 1987 [16]. It allows images to be projected 
brighter, sharper and more realistically than previous alternative technologies. 
Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of the DMD in a one-chip DLP projection system. 
 
                    
Figure 2.4 The schematic of the DMD in a one-chip DLP projection system 
     Commercial DMDs are available with different resolutions. There are two 
types of DMD chips in our lab, 0.7” XGA and 0.95” 1080p with resolutions of 1024 × 
768 and 1920 × 1080 respectively.  Each DMD employs nearly one million of tiny 
micromirrors coated with aluminum, the directions of which can be turned ‘on’ and 
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‘off' thousands of times per second. Figure 2.5 shows a DMD chip with a zoomed in 
section showing the microscopic mirrors in comparison to an ant leg.  
  
       
                Figure 2.5 DMD chipset with a zoomed section [17] 
2.2.2. Spectral Responses of the DMD Windows 
The sealed glass window of DMD is coated with anti-reflection layer. Coating 
materials can vary according to different applications in different wavelength 
ranges. Figure 2.6 [18] shows the transmission spectra of UV, VIS and near-infrared 
(NIR) windows made by TI. Through different coatings, the standard DMD can be 
extended in wavelength from 300nm to 2700 nm. 
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Figure 2.6 The transmission spectra of UV, VIS and NIR windows from TI 
2.2.3. Random Projection Based Compressive Imaging 
Random matrices are the ideal measurement basis for universal CI because 
they are incoherent with all known sparse bases. To display patterns on DMD, 
patterns should be preloaded into the DMD memory and so during the recovery 
process, the patterns should be exactly correlated with the measurements. The 
measurement matrix’s size is chosen according to the resolution of the recovered 
images. For example a 64 x 64 image corresponds with a full measurement matrix of 
4096 by 4096. The size of the measurement matrix would grow unreasonably when 
the desired image’s size becomes large enough. Then, the operations of loading the 
patterns onto the SPC or image recovery based on those matrixes become very 
inefficient or even impractical. Therefore to generate random projections through 
matrix-free methods is a necessity. In our case, we use permuted Walsh-Hadamard 
matrices to generate the pseudo-random projections. We do so because fast Walsh-
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Hadamard transformation algorithms are available [19, 20] for permuting the 
matrices and the order of the matrices [21], where random projections are formed 
with half of the pixel equal to 1 and the residual equal to -1. In real experiments, 
elements with the pixel value 1 are displayed as ‘on’ on the DMD while other 
elements are displayed as ‘off’ on the DMD.   
After taking measurements corresponding with different 0 and 1 projection 
patterns, the measurement should be shifted back to patterns with positives and 
negatives. The method used here is subtracted by the mean value of the 
measurements. This results in the compressed form of the image being collected at 
the camera. Through standard CS reconstruction algorithms, images are acquired at 
the client side. Figure 2.7 are two sets of examples of CS recovered images at 
different compression ratios. The ground truth, in Figure 2.7 (a), shows the graphite 
pencil lettering ‘IR’ covered by oil paint. Because it was taken by normal CCD 
camera, the lettering is actually invisible as the oil paint blocks visible light. The 
other images are recovered through the SPC with a room-temperature InGaAs 
diode. Oil paint is transparent to short-wave IR and thus, the lettering is visible in 
the recovered images.  
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Figure 2.7 Examples of CS recovered images at different compression ratios 
with a resolution of 256 x 256 [11]. 
From the test result in Figure 2.7, we know at least 1% of the data is required 
for reasonable recovered images. In Figure 2.8 bellow, the recovered images with 
dimension of 32 x 32 under different compression ratios are showed. Here at least 
30% of the measurements are required instead. The factor that causes different 
ratios of required measurements is different sparsity. The sparsity does not grow 
linearly as the image size increase. Instead the sparsity approximately depends on 
the square root of the image resolution.   
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Figure 2.8 Examples of CS recovered images at different compression ratios 
with a resolution of 32 x 32 [11]. 
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Chapter 3 
Hybrid Subspace Sparse Sampling 
Beyond the visible spectrum, digital imaging is difficult and can be especially 
challenging to acquire large scale images. In addition, processing batches of such 
files can also prove strenuous. Imaging based on compressive sensing is a promising 
strategy to tackle such problems [5]. One realization of CI is embodied in the SPC. 
This system uses one sensor to sequentially sample the image with a series of 
multiplexing randomized patterns. The most commonly used patterns are a 
permuted Hadamard sequence. Approximately 10X compression ratio can be 
reached for an image of 1/4 of a megapixel. Because such a large number of 
measurements are needed to recover the image, the tradeoff is a long acquisition 
time. If the compression ratio could be improved while maintaining the same image 
quality, shorter acquisition times would be possible. This would expand SPC's 
application in many situations.  
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Researchers are working on reducing the number of required measurements 
by various means.  Some examples include improved algorithms that are devised for 
the image reconstruction [23, 24], and multi-scale image recovery schemes [25]. 
Amit Ashok and Mark Neifeld in [26] proposed one hybrid pattern which uses the 
low frequency information measured via DCT or DWT during acquisition to enhance 
the subsequent CI. Based upon the SPC, we applied and verified the effectiveness of 
these hybrid patterns and we compare them to proposed hybrid subspace sparse 
(HSS) sampling based on principal component analysis (PCA). These two types of 
hybrid patterns are expected to improve the image quality at the same sample ratio 
of the original purely random patterns. 
3.1.  Hybrid Measurements 
CI via random projection is universal and thus democratic [27]; each 
measurement has equal priority for the reconstruction. In other words, the image 
quality depends only on the number of measurements used for the reconstruction 
instead of the particular subset or order of the measurements. However, this 
scheme is confined to static or slow moving scenes, because of the large number of 
required measurements, the limited flipping speed of the DMD micromirror and the 
constraints of a given sensor's response time. Thus to expand SPC's application in 
situations like highly dynamic scenes, the compression ratio should be increased.  
Besides sparsity, another character natural scenes have is that the most 
nonzero coefficients mostly concentrate in the lower frequency portion of the 
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spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The standard image compression format JPEG 
is based on this character. To keep only the low frequency components of the image 
and neglect other components reduces the image size considerably. However in this 
way the high frequency components would be discarded almost regardless of 
compression ratio. Thus the image would lose some high frequency details.  
Since the high frequency components are sparse but very image specific, they 
are ideal for encoding with the randomized measurements. Thus we designed 
hybrid patterns composed of two types of patterns, low frequency patterns s and 
random projection r . Here patterns s are used to extract the low frequency 
components/structure. Once the low frequency part is subtracted from the image, 
the target image would become sparser and the number of random projection used 
for CI would be smaller.  Thus a higher compression ratio is expected. In section 3, 
two methods used to generate low frequency components/structure patterns will 
be discussed. And in section 4, we will analyze the optimal number of low frequency 
components patterns to form the hybrid patterns for both methods.   
3.2. Image Recovery 
For two hybrid patterns we are using on SPC, the image reconstruction 
process we applied is the same. Here we note the low frequency 
components/structure measurement as sb and the random measurement as rb . 
Image recovery is to reconstruct x from the inverse problem in Eq. (2.1). 
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s
r
s
r
b
b
x



   
   
   
  (2.1) 
 
Steps to recover image x: 
Step 1: Extract the low frequency components/structure from corresponding 
measurements through least square minimization see in Eq. (2.2). 
 
2
min || ||
s
s s s
x
sx x b    (2.2) 
 
Step 2: Calculate the equivalent random measurements of the high frequency 
residual through subtracting measurements the prior knowledge from the 
corresponding measurements of whole image (Figure 3.1 (a)): 
 h r srbb x    (2.3) 
 
Step 3: Reconstruct the higher frequency residual through norm 1 
minimization (Figure 3.1 (b)): 
 
1
min || || }{ :
s
h rs s sb     (2.4) 
 
Step 4: Add two parts to generate the final reconstructed image (Figure 3.1 
(c)):  
 sx x s    (2.5) 
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Figure 3.1 Hybrid compressive imaging (HCI) image recovery - (a) Structure 
components sensed by HSS pattern (step 1); (b) High frequency residual after 
L1 minimization (step 3); (c) final recovered image by adding structure 
components and high frequency residual (step 4) 
3.3. Hybrid Patterns Design 
3.3.1. Discrete Cosine Transformation Hybrid Pattern 
A direct way to generate hybrid patterns for the SPC is to combine DCT 
compression and random projections. Because the high frequency residual 
discarded after the initial DCT compression is very sparse, and randomly 
distributed, it is very appropriate for CI. The low frequency components via the DCT 
patterns (Figure 3.2 (a)) or DWT patterns could be used as prior knowledge to 
improve subsequent CI. Through simulations and experimental results, we show 
that hybrid pattern provide a considerable improvement in reconstruction 
compared with traditional CI. In section 3.4 we will show the experimental results of 
this hybrid measurement scheme using the SPC. The DCT pattern is shown in Figure 
3.2 (a). The order of patterns showed in Figure 3.2 (b) guarantee DCT patterns’ 
capability of extracting low frequency components. The DCT patterns are noted 
as DCT . 
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Figure 3.2 – (a) Example DCT patterns with resolution of 8 X 8; (b) The order 
of DCT patterns 
Because not all low frequency components are non-zero, this hybrid pattern 
is still inefficient to a certain degree. We are also proposing another form of hybrid 
patterns. In this new hybrid projection, more specific projection patterns are used to 
directly estimate the largest frequency components instead.   
3.3.2. Hybrid Subspace Sparse Sampling Pattern 
For natural images, most coefficients concentrate in the lower frequency 
portion of their transform. However there always exist some low frequency 
coefficients that are too small to be significant. Thus the direct measurements that 
correspond with these zero coefficients would be wasted. Inspired by dimensional 
reduction in data analysis where data are represented by its structural components, 
a novel projection matrix is proposed to sense the structure of an images' sparsity. 
PCA is used to generate these projection patterns. These patterns are designed to 
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measure as many non-zero coefficients as possible. Thus better image quality is 
expected at the same sample rate. Here the common low frequency structure we are 
using is learned from prior knowledge. 
The patterns are generated via analyzing a library of images which are 
similar to the image we expect to sense. PCA is a well-developed technique to build a 
lower-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data without losing too 
much information. After analyzing over 8000 images' wavelet coefficients 
distribution through a robust PCA solver [28], a lower-dimensional representation 
of their coefficients is constructed. This lower-dimensional representation is the 
common structure shared by a majority of the distributions of wavelet coefficients 
from the library. Because we are learning this structure from the library of images 
that are very similar to target images, these representations can be used to sense 
the initial structure of the target image efficiently. Figure 3.3 (b) shows an example 
of learned subspace patterns. Here we write the pattern we learned as HSS . 
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Figure 3.3 - (a) examples from the library of images; (b) learned subspace 
patterns. 
3.4. Results Comparisons 
3.4.1. Simulation study 
We first examine these hybrid patterns' performance on recovered image 
quality, given different sampling ratios. The image resolution is 64 x 64 in our 
simulation test. Figure 3.4 (a), (b) and (c) compare signal noise ratio (SNR) for pairs 
of methods on over 4000 test images under the same compression ratio. Figure 3.4 
(a) is the comparison of SNR via DCT hybrid patterns and random patterns. The DCT 
hybrid patterns on average provide higher SNR than random patterns by 6.31 dB 
with a variance of 4.13. Figure 3.4 (b) is the SNR comparison of HSS patterns and 
random patterns over the same test image patches. Again the HSS patterns provide 
higher SNR than random patterns by 6.09 dB with a variance of 3.09. Figure 3.4 (c) 
is the comparison between HSS patterns and DCT hybrid patterns. They nearly 
generate SNR at the same levels for all test image patches.  All these three plots 
show both hybrid patterns guarantee comparable image qualities which are better 
than random pattern does. Figure 3.4 (d) is the mean square error (MSE) 
comparison for three patterns on a 64 x 64 test image at different number of total 
measurements. Figure 3.4 (d) shows both DCT hybrid patterns and HSS can reduce 
the MSE compared with random patterns. The gap is increased as the number of 
total measurements decrease. 
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Figure 3.4 Simulation results: (a) SNR comparison between DCT hybrid 
patterns and random patterns; (b) SNR comparison between HSS patterns and 
random patterns; (c) SNT comparison between HSS patterns and DCT hybrid 
patterns; (d) An Example MSE plot for three patterns 
3.4.2. Experimental Comparison of Image Quality 
In the case of real-world experiments, the image resolution is 64 x 64. In 
Figure 3.5 we are showing two results from the lab. The left part is the recovered 
images from three projection patterns on the Texas state icon under different 
compression ratios. The right part is the results on a checkerboard pattern. For both 
results, hybrid patterns increased compression ratio by at least 50% compared with 
purely random patterns. For the icon, the recovered images through DCT hybrid 
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patterns are slight better than the one from HSS patterns. While for checkerboard 
case, PCA-based hybrid patterns generate best visual results.  
 
Figure 3.5 Experimental results on Texas state icon and checkerboard through 
DCT hybrid patterns (top row), PCA hybrid patterns (middle row) and purely 
random patterns (bottom row) at different number of compression ratios. The 
numbers at top of each column are the corresponding compression ratios. For 
both two experiments, the PCA and DCT work better than pure random CI at 
the high compression rate. Resolution: 64 x 64. 
Besides visual comparisons, we compared MSE for both experiments as 
shown in Figure 3.6. The MSE for either hybrid patterns are significantly smaller 
than MSE for purely random patterns when number of measurements is small, 
which agrees with the previous simulation results in Figure 3.4 (d). Also, for the icon 
case, SNR for DCT hybrid patterns are the smallest when sample rate is below 1/5, 
while HSS patterns perform best for checkerboard test in the same region. What’s 
more for the experimental cases, when sample rate reaches ¼  and beyond, the 
difference between SNR for three methods becomes quite small. 
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Figure 3.6 MSE VS number of measurements. Left one is for Texas icon and 
right one is for checkerboard. 
3.4.3. Noise Level vs. Image Quality 
For our experiments we are taking data with two Schott DCRiii DC light 
sources, and assuming the background noise is consistent. Thus, by using different 
levels of illuminations we can roughly estimate different levels of backgrounds 
noise.  Figure 3.7 shows the robustness of two hybrid methods to different levels of 
backgrounds noise. When the bulb intensity drops to 20% (the bottom row in 
Figure 3.7), the recovered images begin to be very noisy. Thus these two hybrid 
patterns are significantly more robust to noise compared with the purely random 
cases.   
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Figure 3.7 The comparison of DCT hybrid patterns (left) and HSS patterns 
(right) at different light illuminations and compression ratios. From top to 
bottom, the lamp intensities are 70%, 45%, 28% and 20%. The number on top 
of each column is the compression ratio for that column. Resolution: 64 x 64. 
3.4.4. Optimum Combination of Hybrid pattern 
When combining low frequency components/structure patterns with 
random patterns, there is a trade-off in the number of structured patterns that may 
guarantee the optimum compression ratio. We are studying this problem with 
experimental data acquired from the SPC. Figure 3.8 corresponds to MSE plot for 
different number of DCT patterns or PCA patterns under constant compression 
ratios. Both two patterns have global minimum MSE for certain number of prior 
knowledge patterns. For DCT hybrid patterns the optimal M0 is around 145, while 
for HSS, that number is around 110. 
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Figure 3.8 Optimal M0 for DCT and PCA hybrid patterns. 
3.4.5. Number of Bits for Gray Scale Representation 
By necessity, the structured patterns are gray scale in nature. Using a higher 
number of bits would increase the preciseness of the implemented patterns. 
However the speed of acquisition would be halved when the number of bits 
increased by 1. Figure 3.9 is the MSE of recovered image when different numbers of 
bits are used to form the DCT or PCA patterns. As we can see from Figure 3.9, when 
using of grayscale patterns with at less 3 bits, the MSE would remain at the same 
levels. Thus in real experiments, 3 bits grayscales pattern are the optimal patterns 
that balance the speed of acquisition and precision. 
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Figure 3.9 MSE vs patterns quantization plots for DCT (left) and PCA patterns 
(right) 
3.5. Conclusion 
Hybrid patterns have been proposed to explore the sparse structure of the 
image and enhance the compressive imaging acquisition. In our work, we applied 
those patterns on the Rice single-pixel camera and found their performance in both 
cases is better than purely random projections. DCT hybrid patterns approach is 
very easy to apply, but given a specific class of images, HSS patterns - learned 
patterns by PCA perform better. Through both simulations and experiments, these 
two hybrid patterns give better reconstruction results over random projection, with 
50% enhancement over compression ratio.   
Because of the simplicity of DCT, to generate DCT pattern in different 
resolutions is simple and is computationally efficient. In contrast, the learning 
process for the PCA subspace pattern is very time consuming as a result of a large 
number of images that is required. This problem becomes even worse when 
generating higher resolution patterns. When computational resources are not a 
limitation, PCA may outperform DCT hybrid patterns in certain situations. First 
when images (like textures and fingerprints etc.) are not easily compressed by the 
DCT based transformation, the DCT coefficients may not concentrate on a small area 
of low frequency part as natural scenes. Thus the DCT pattern would be inefficient 
in extracting the structure of the image. A second case occurs when enough learning 
images sharing the similarity with target images are available. The structure could 
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be attentively studied beforehand. Thus, PCA based hybrid pattern can precisely 
grab the structure of the images.
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Chapter 4 
Model-Based Compressive 
Classification 
In certain situations, we are not necessarily interested in the details of a 
precisely acquired or reconstructed image. Instead, we might only be concerned 
with classification or detection decisions. Davenport et al. in [29] used the random 
projection measurements on the SPC to perform object classification. This SPC-
based object detection/classification enjoys a number of advantages over traditional 
imaging systems. By not taking the whole image, one is relieved of the burden of 
storage, transmission and/or computation. Additionally, the use of a single detector 
reduces the cost of detection at wavelengths inaccessible or prohibitively expensive 
using current focal plane imaging arrays.  The previous random projection based 
classification has the advantages of simplicity and universality. However, because a 
significant number of measurements are still required to perform classification at an 
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acceptable classification rate especially as noise increases, this method might not 
work well for objects that move quickly. Also there are circumstances where prior 
information exists. For example to detect the existence of certain objects in the 
scene, whose information may be very easy and cheap to access in advance or allow 
grouping of targets into several known classes. Robust features extracted from this 
existing information, if properly used, could increase the correctness of the 
classification decision.  
In this chapter we are proposing a novel optical implementation of one novel 
pattern recognition algorithm, using a convex method proposed by Chinmay [30] for 
learning near-isometric linear embedding for manifold data. Because this pattern is 
typically generated through solving a semidefinite program, we refer to the 
measurement matrices as SDP patterns. These patterns enable one to reach a very 
high classification rate that purely random patterns are unable to reach. We also 
compare the classification performance of the proposed SDP patterns to the 
measurement patterns generated by the more common principal components 
analysis (PCA), a commonly used dimensionality reduction technique in machine 
learning and statistics. As we will show, the number of measurements for SDP 
patterns is halved compared with PCA patterns for similar classification rates. The 
smaller number of patterns required for successful classification enables the 
classification to be faster than random projections. What’s more, when the 
robustness of classifications via these three patterns to noise is analyzed, one finds 
that the SDP approach is outperforms the other. 
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4.1. Introduction to Nearest Neighborhood classification 
The classification method we used is Maximum Likelihood Classification [29]. 
Suppose we have p manifolds data. The point y belongs to the manifold that has the 
maximum likelihood Eq.(4.1), where
iH is the hypothesis that the point y belongs to 
manifold i . ( | )ip y H is the likelihood of point y to manifold i. 
 
1,...,
( ) argmax ( | )i
i P
c y p y

 H   (4.1) 
Specifically, for each manifold i, point{ }jx inside can be parameterized by a 
unique K -dimensional parameter vector Kj R   that controls the generation of the 
signal. In another words ( ).j jx f   Example parameters for image classification 
scenarios are the pose of the object in the scene, translation, rotation, scale, 
illumination etc.  
The likelihood of point y to i-th manifold - ( | )ip y H is the maximum value of 
prior probability that
iH under among all the possible parameters i . The 
corresponding parameter i  is the parameter that corresponds with y’s most likely 
point among points in i-th manifold, see Eq. (4.2).   
 argmax ( | )
j i
i j ip y

 

 ,H   (4.2) 
And ( | )j ip y  ,H is determined by the difference between y and jx in 
manifold i with parameter j , see Eq. (4.3). Under an additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) model for test data y with variance, the probability distribution for 
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measured signal y under hypothesis iH with parameter theta j is   
 
2
2
1
|| ( )||
2
2
1
( | )
(2 )
jy f
j i N
p y e



 
,H   (4.3) 
  
Because exponential function is monotonic function thus Eq. (4.3) can be 
simplified as the minimization of the distance to all manifold distance in Eq. (4.4). At 
last, we label this point y with the label of its nearest the manifold data. 
 22argmin || ( ) ||
j i
i jy f

 

    (4.4) 
4.2. Random Projection based Compressive Classification 
Because CI is taking images in an indirect way, it makes it possible to first 
sense specifics without acquiring the whole image. Thus the classification by the SPC 
can avoid the process of acquiring the whole image first and calculating 
classification decision second. Davenport et al. in [29] performed targets 
classification via random projection with the SPC. After random projection, images’ 
dimension is reduced from NR to MR . When M follows the requirement in Eq. (4.5), 
every pair of points mx and nx in P manifolds would have RIP property showed in Eq. 
(4.6) with probability of 1-p. Thus all distance between pairs of points in each 
manifolds and distance between the manifolds are well preserved when M is large 
enough. This propriety guarantees that the differences between different manifolds 
are preserved after random projection.  
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4.3. Prior Knowledge Enhanced Patterns Design 
Random projection has been proven to preserve the difference between 
points among manifolds. And it is universal to targets and easy to implement with 
the SPC architecture. However, if the manifold structures that are studied in 
advance can be well utilized, the classification would be enhanced. In this session, 
two methods of knowledge enhanced compressive classification methods are 
compared. 
4.3.1. PCA Secant Projection 
Inspired by the most popular method in dimensional reduction, we analyzed 
the inner structure of the manifolds by PCA. Because the classification ability is 
mainly determined by how well the projections preserve the pairwise difference 
among manifolds, we are using the PCA to find the major components for all 
possible differences between our data. Here we describe the difference between two 
points as secant between these two points. Thus the combination of major 
components approximates secants among manifold points. The PCA basis vectors 
determined via singular value decomposition (SVD) on the secants data compose 
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the projection matrix   for the classification. PCA projection is very 
computationally efficient when generating the projection pattern. However it suffers 
from the drawback that it arbitrarily distorts the pairwise distances. 
4.3.2. SDP Secant Projection 
Based on the concept of  secant projections in manifold space [30], we 
propose a novel class of imaging patterns applicable to the SPC that are capable of 
reducing the number of measurement for compressive classification. These patterns 
are designed to preserve the intrinsic manifold structure of the target image classes 
in Eq.(4.7), where i m nv x x  is the secant between different points.    
 2
2
|| ( ) ||
1 1
|| ||
i
i
v
v
 

      (4.7) 
  
More precisely, we seek a projection matrix with a minimal number of 
projections (measurements) that satisfies the secant-RIP constraints in Eq. (4.7). An 
equivalent form of this problem is an affine rank minimization problem which is NP-
hard. Hegde et al. proposed a relaxed convex formulation that can be efficiently 
solved using a semidefinite program (SDP) [30]. Additionally, they developed an 
efficient algorithm for solving the relaxed SDP and obtain the optimal pattern . For 
this reason, we refer to the patterns generated by this algorithm as SDP patterns. 
Since this  (approximately) preserves all pairwise secants in the training set, it is 
also guaranteed to (approximately) preserve nearest-neighbors of all points in 
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manifolds. Therefore, by carefully pruning the secant set{ }iv , we can tailor for 
more general signal inference tasks, such as supervised binary classification.  
4.4. Experimental and Simulation Results 
We designed several sets of classification experiments to test and compare 
the performance of learned patterns versus random projection. For each experiment, 
we have two comparable objects represented in the form of manifolds. Our 
classification aim is to tell one object from another. In another words, it is binary 
classification. 
4.4.1. Car and Bus Classification 
In this set of experiments a car and a bus (see Figure 4.1) are used for 
classification. We placed targets on a rotation controller. We record the images via a 
CCD camera after rotation of every 5 degree as the accessible manifold data. In total 
these 72 images for two manifold data form the training data for SDP patterns and 
PCA patterns. 
 
Figure 4.1 Targets for binary classification: car and bus. First we take images 
of these two targets in 72 different angles as the training data 
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     Following methods proposed earlier, classification patterns based on 
secant projection are generated. The patterns are named differently according to the 
ways of generating patterns. The learned patterns are joint patterns, if secants are 
generated by randomly selecting pairs of training images from all manifolds data. 
Similarly, another type of patterns, inter patterns is based on secants between pairs 
of points from different manifolds. Thus with two ways of generating patterns and 
two types of patterns, in total, four sets of patterns are generated. For the SDP 
pattern, the inter patterns, compared with the joint ones, are more specifically 
aimed to differentiate between the two manifolds and thus better performance is 
expected. However the joint patterns are designed to preserve the difference for all 
images in the training data. It is expected to perform better when enough training 
data exist. However for most cases, data may not be enough and what’s more, the 
computational cost becomes extremely high. Examples of joint patterns are shown 
in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 Example of patterns: a - Joint PCA pattern and b - joint SDP pattern  
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After the learning of four sets of patterns, we can implement them on the SPC. 
The measurements correspond with different projection patterns. Using the method 
we discussed in section 4.1, fifty classification tests are performed for certain 
numbers of randomly chosen measurements. The mean of the classification error as 
a function of the number measurements corresponds to the probability of error for 
that case. Figure 4.3 is the relation between probability of error and number of 
measurements for all patterns we leaned.  
 
Figure 4.3 Probability of error VS Number of measurements for 4 types of 
learned pattern and random pattern 
Clearly, the proposed SDP patterns show the strongest ability of 
preserving the difference between different manifolds. When increasing size 
of the low dimensional representation, for all measurement cases, the 
probability of error for SDP pattern decreases quickest and remains the 
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lowest one among the three patterns. Only 10 measurements are required to 
reach 5% probability of error. And the probability of error is continues to 
decrease to a value smaller than 1% as the number of measurements is 
increased. However for PCA, the probability of error levels off around 5% 
even when the number of measurements is larger than 20. Random 
projection’s performance is not surprisingly worse: only 10% probability of 
error is reached even using 30 measurements.  
4.4.2. Leaves Classification 
An oak leaf (Figure 4.4 (a)) and an elm leaf (Figure 4.4 (b)) are used to 
perform classification in our second experiment. In this case, it turns out the inter 
patterns generate classification decisions with a higher precision. In this 
experiments we are comparing the classifications of PCA and SDP pattern based on 
inter secants only. The learning manifolds are taken in the same scheme as the car 
and bus data. The only one parameter involved is the orientation of these leaves.  
Figure 4.4 (c) is the classification results at different measurement rates.  
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Figure 4.4  Example of training data: (a) oak leaf and (b) elm leaf. (c) 
Classification results for leaves  
4.4.3. Handwriting Digits Classification 
Hand writing recognition is a very relevant and well-developed problem. We 
also designed experiments to compare the PCA pattern and SDP pattern 
performance in a two digits classification test. Here the training data and test data 
are from the MNIST database of handwritten digits. Example learning data are 
showed in Figure 4.5 (a). Figure 4.5 (b) is the classification results. The secants 
projection provides the best classification results. However the PCA pattern even 
cannot offer better result than random projection.  
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Figure 4.5 (a) Example of training data digit ‘2’ and ‘9’;  (b) Classification 
results for digit classification 
 
4.5. Robustness to Noise 
In many real world situations, the noise can become a significant factor. 
Especially for situations when light is very weak, the background noise would 
submerge the measurements with little difference. In this section we are testing the 
proposed methods’ robustness to noise. The classification performances are 
compared after adding different levels of background noise to the measurements.  
The classification process is the same as we used in section 4.1. The results 
are shown in Figure 4.6. Gaussian noises with different standard deviations are 
added to simulate the background noise. The noise levels are measured by the ratios 
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of standard deviations over the mean vale of measurements via pure random 
patterns. 
 
Figure 4.6 Classification results after adding different levels of noise. (0.71% 
for top left, 3.5% for top right, 7.10% for bottom left and 10.65% for bottom 
right). 
The SDP pattern turns out to be most robust to noise. As Figure 4.6 shows, 
the PCA pattern is very vulnerable to noise. After adding 3.5% noise, the PCA 
pattern no longer classify targets with lower probability of error compared than 
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random pattern does any more. Whereas, the classification based on SDP pattern is 
still capable of reaching the probability of error as low as 10% for all levels noise.  
4.6. Conclusion 
We discussed two methods of dimensional reduction. And we implemented 
them on the SPC as two methods to perform compressive classification. Compared 
with the random projection, these methods more rapid classification compared with 
purely random measurements. Actually the number of required measurement for 
making reasonable classification decision is reduced by at least by 50% when 
utilizing SDP projection patterns. What’s more, the simulation shows SDP projection 
pattern is very robust to background noise. These characters make it possible for 
SPC to perform classification for low light level dynamic targets.  
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Chapter 5 
Future Work 
In this thesis, two ways of improving compressive sensing and imaging 
system’s efficiency are demonstrated. Hybrid subspace sparse sampling is designed 
to enhance the random based compressive imaging in chapter 3. And secant 
projection is described in chapter 4 to speed up the classification process. Because 
hybrid subspace sparse sampling is aimed at data with more clear structure, like 
hyperspectral data, in next step, HSS would be applied in such scenarios. To 
facilitate this, Rice SPC should be upgraded to compress images in not only space 
but also spectrum.  
In our classification test, the training data and test data are acquired for 
objects at different rotations with no translation. In practical, the translation is one 
of the common factors that should be taken into consideration. In another words, 
our system should be invariant to translation. One direct ways is adding location as 
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additional parameters for manifolds. However this would tremendously increase 
the number of total training data and case the problem unsolvable until more 
efficient solvers come up. Another way is to add a locating process before taking 
classification measurements. In this direction, sophisticated patterns that can 
preserve the location information with limited number of measurements should be 
designed. Through dynamically updating the object’s locations in the field of view, 
we can have a real time tracking and classifying system with single sensor.  
To sum up, the huge amount of easily achievable image data nowadays, on 
one hand do challenge current image processing, transmission and storage abilities. 
On another hand, they are source of knowledge that we can take advantages from to 
design more efficient acquisition systems.  
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Appendix - From Binary to Grayscale 
In this thesis, the patterns are predesigned patterns. Dislike random 
patterns, they are all in gray-scale. In this sub chapter, I will discuss 3 methods in 
displaying grayscale patterns on DMD. 
A. Defaults Temporal Grayscale Patterns 
Grayscale pattern is stored through using n bits integers. The default method 
to display n bits grayscale pattern in DMD is to display grayscale patterns in n 
different weight time. For example, Figure 6.1 shows measurements to the 4 bit 
grayscale patterns. This grayscale patterns would be stored as 8 binary patterns 
corresponding to different bit values of grayscale patterns in binary code. During 
patterns display time, the DMD actually displays 8 binary patterns in different 
display time successively. The display time is proportional to the corresponding 
bits’ weight. This method suffers from the shortcoming of low displaying speed for 
large bit number grayscale patterns. It is because when increasing number of bit by 
one, the total speed of display would at least get halved at the same. Thus to display 
8 bit grayscale patterns, the display speed would drop to 1/256 of the speed of 
binary patterns. 
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Figure 6. 1 Default 4 Bits Grayscale Patterns Measurements 
B. Weighted Successive Binary Patterns for Grayscale 
Patterns  
To overcome the problems faced by default displaying scheme of grayscale 
patterns, one direct solution is display the n bits grayscale patterns as n successive 
binary patterns instead. Here after getting measurement for each grayscale pattern, 
through a weighted, the corresponding grayscale pattern’s measurement is 
acquired. In this way, the time for displaying a n bit grayscale pattern is only n times 
of time for displaying a binary pattern. 
 
